WITH HOO-B THE HOOD AND INDUCTION HOB
ARE ON THE SAME LEVEL
The exclusive black glass model is paired with the new 30 cm induction hob
Milan, FTK- Salone del Mobile 2016. Eurocucina 2016 is the perfect showcase for presenting
two new products from Faber: HOO-B, the fitted hood located on the same surface as the hob
and, for the first time in the company’s history, 3 innovative induction hobs: the domino hob
which, aesthetically, is perfectly in tune with the new HOO-B, and the brand new 60cm and 90x35
cm hobs that can be paired with over 40 hoods. A new service with which the company, leader in
its field, aims to meet the needs of those who want aesthetically and technologically integrated
domestic appliances.

HOO-B COOKTOP, THE NEXT-GENERATION FITTED HOOD

A sophisticated yet minimalist look for the new fitted HOO-B hood, which is embellished with a
special aluminium trim that makes it even more stylish. This model stands out for both its
aesthetic and functional qualities: the glass panel fits over the hob without interrupting the
continuity of its forms and lines, guaranteeing the utmost quality at all times. The touch control
commands also make it possible to operate the hood and induction hobs with the touch of a finger.
When in use, HOO-B opens, lifting its cover and revealing its extraction surface. When you have
finished using it, the cover goes back down to create a single worktop again.
HOO-B also boasts high levels of efficiency thanks to the Brushless motor, which guarantees
excellent performances and energy savings, and the Power-off delay function, which completes
the elimination of residual odours. Its energy saving performances are particularly noteworthy: in
fact, the HOO-B has a domestic appliance energy class rating of A+, a real milestone in the
extractor hood sector.

For those that love pure minimalism, the new model also comes in the HOO-B Glass version with
no aluminium trim. Both versions express the uniqueness of this domestic appliance, perfect for all
types of setting: from more modern to more traditional kitchens, its sleek black colour goes
wonderfully with every kind of decor.

NEW FABER INDUCTION HOBS: COMFORT IN THE KITCHEN
At Eurocucina 2016 Faber takes another step forward, presenting a preview of its innovative new
integrated domestic appliances, a range of 3 induction hobs with which it will be possible to
pair 40 different Faber-branded hoods. This innovative service is destined to improve our
kitchen experience: the two domestic appliances, perfectly connected with each other, offer
unparalleled practicality thanks to the commands located directly on the induction zone.
The 3 models in the range can be chosen according to one’s needs. The Faber FCH34 is the
cooktop coordinated with HOO-B. Equipped with 2 induction hobs, this high-performance domestic
appliance is perfect for smaller kitchens. The largest cooktop, the FCH64, has four hobs of
different sizes. Powerful (7400 watts) and equipped with a timer and automatic power-off function,
it can be connected to 40 Faber hood models, which can be controlled from the hob itself. Finally,
the FCH93, 90x35 cm wide with 3 induction hobs for those that like a larger cooking surface and
wish to decide what type of cooking hob to use each time. This model is also connected to the
Faber hoods.
Technical characteristics HOO-B / HOO-B Glass
Finish: black glass/ aluminium
Size: Width 52 cm
Controls: touch controls
Anti-grease filters: self-bearing, dishwasher safe
Energy Class A+
Performance:
Extraction capacity IEC point: 3 speeds + intensive.
Maximum extraction 540 m3/h, intensive extraction 600 m3/h,
Noise level: maximum speed: 68 db (A) and intensive speed: 70 db (A)
Technological benefits:
Delayed switch-off: allows automatic delayed switching off of the motor to complete elimination of residual odours
Brushless Motor: delivers significant energy savings while maintaining high extraction efficiency. It is the quietest motor
on the market, and its performance is stable under all conditions of use.
Intensive Speed: Function which activates maximum aspiration for 6 minutes to meet special cooking needs.
Filter saturation alarm: warns you when it is time to clean the anti-grease filter or substitute the anti-odour filter
Remote control option: on request, Faber hoods with electronic controls can be used via remote control, which is
especially useful for people with reduced mobility.
Technical characteristics Induction Hobs:
FCH34
Product size: 29x52 cm
Controls: touch controls

Induction Areas: 2
Power: 3700 watts
FCH64
Product size: 58x52 cm
Controls: touch controls
Induction Areas: 4
Power: 7400 watts
FCH93
Product size: 90x35 cm
Controls: touch controls

Induction Areas: 3
Power: 6700 watts
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